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WHY
SUNRISE
PACKAGING?

We at Sunrise Packaging take pride in our ability to design, create, and
manufacture innovative packaging solutions for a wide variety of companies.
Whether its a product launch, marketing tool, or a utility, we have the ability
and the know-how to make it happen.
Sunrise Packaging is proud to announce 30 plus years of business in
the packaging industry and we look forward to many more. In those thirty
years, our company has changed and improved in many ways, giving us the
opportunity to work on a variety of creative projects. With this experience comes
knowledge and expertise. Because of this we are confident that whatever the
need or market, we can find and create the perfect packaging solution for your
organization.
To live up to your expectations, our dedicated staff will be with you every step
of the way. At Sunrise, you are not just another invoice. We keep you informed
during the production of your project and highly value open communication.
After all, we want the end product to turn out just as well as you do. The benefit
of in-house manufacturing is just that- quality assurance.
Customization is the name of the game. We offer unlimited options for you to
create the most suitable option for your organization. The value is in the details
and we are delighted to provide them. So don’t be shy, ask all the questions
you need and spring for all the bells and whistles. We are passionate about
what we have to offer so please, take a glance at our catalog - our products
speak for themselves.
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CUSTOM BOXES
Book, Box, or All of the Above
Innovation distinguishes a leader from a follower. Guarantee awareness and show you’re the leader of the pack with a custom
box to fit your products or presentation materials. Whether you’re looking for custom marketing kits or a CD/DVD storage box,
we have endless options of customization. Choose from a variety of shapes, sizes, and materials to create the perfect custom
box that is unique and compelling to your audience. Brand your graphics on the box. Possibilities include offset printing, screen
printing, foil stamping, and embossing.
Our expertise is innovative packaging. We understand and can identify a world of endless possibilities and would love to
help you take advantage of the packaging and branding opportunities that will captivate your audience and add value to your
message.

MAGNETIC BOXES

Magnets Make Everything Cooler
Magnets steal the show in the world of presentation packaging. The
best magnet boxes do not flaunt the magnets, but rather let their
subtle snap do the talking. Not just for show, magnet boxes have more
security and a sturdier build, all in a sleek, professional package.
The NetBox™ is Sunrise Packaging’s premiere magnet box, with a
turned-edge layout of a cigar box, complete with the hinged lid. The
overlapping magnetic tabs make for a satisfyingly secure seal that adds
an air of sophistication.
Magnets can be added to nearly any custom box, creating a distinctive
design, such as our Gate Fold Box, Front Open Box, or our Instant
Rigid Box. Custom magnetic boxes create an instant keepsake, adding
an incredible amount of value to any product.

IDEAL FOR:
■
■
■

CUSTOM BOXES
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Gift Packaging
Sales and Marketing Kits
Retail Display
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GATE FOLD BOXES

The Box That Begs to be Opened
Have you ever seen an ornate gate and wonder where it leads? Gates
are just aching to be opened, to reveal something grand. A Gate Fold
Box has the same quality.
Boasting beautifully turned edges, hinged double doors, and a
magnetic clasp, a Gate Fold Box creates a strong first impression at
retail. A custom box is often the first piece of advertising a customer
sees, so why not make it memorable. Turn a book into a keepsake, or a
marketing kit into a presentation, with a gift-worthy Gate Fold Box.

Always a Good Time to Put the Top
Down

FRONT OPEN BOXES

For a stylish unboxing that is truly one of a kind, look no further than
Sunrise Packaging’s Front Open Box. Opening from the front, the
magnet-secured lid goes up and back, much like the smooth motion of
a hardtop convertible’s roof.
This particular piece offers a sturdy design with a hinged, bifold top,
combining to form a classy reveal of the interior. The high walls make
it perfect packaging for books and manuals as well as a smart fit for
custom trays and SBS dividers. Create an elegant crate for wine or
bottled spirits, or reusable packaging for files and folders.

Who Says Every Box Has to Look the Same?
We’re always looking to create distinctive, innovative packaging solutions.
Our boxes are tailor-made to add value to any product or presentation.
Handles, thumb notches, foam pads, and trays are just a few of the
customization options at your disposal when you team-up with Sunrise
Packaging.

CUSTOM BOXES
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TWO-PIECE SETUP BOXES

The Original Presentation Packaging
Harkening back to the stunning hat boxes of old, setup boxes are the
elegant packaging solution for a products large and small. A timeless
unboxing blended with modern style.
Most commonly seen in retail and gift packaging, rigid two-piece
setup boxes are comprised of a top and bottom tray. Fully telescoping
boxes completely eclipse the lower tray, while shouldered boxes boost
the upper lid for an easier unboxing and distinctive look. Either way,
custom setup boxes make any opening an experience that is all class.

With a Box Like This, it’s Always
Showtime

DISPLAY / PRESENTATION KITS

Create a more compelling pitch for your product with a display
presentation kit from Sunrise Packaging. Whether you’re creating a
lavish gift pack to include multiple products, or providing potential
clients with a luxurious launch kit, a custom display kit always shines.
Why bother with note cards? Present with a box that speaks for itself.
A packaging solution that puts all the relevant information right at the
fingertips or your customers and clients. With foam inserts or custom
plastic trays, you’ll be able to include product samples, flash drives,
software, instructional booklets, and more with gorgeous, highdefinition visuals.
Durable chipboard walls, unique wraps and textures, soft-touch
laminations, and precision-cut foam are just a few reasons why our
display kits are the top tier of promotional packaging. Don’t sacrifice
your graphic designs for instructional materials--blend them!

CUSTOM BOXES
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CIGAR STYLE BOXES

Send the Competition Up in Smoke
Conjuring images of a humidor or a music box, our custom cigar boxes
lend a charming air to any product or promotion. There’s a reason
our turned edge cigar style boxes are so popular. The durability of a
rigid setup box coupled with a sophisticated hinged lid make for a
classically beautiful custom box.

DOUBLE FLAP BOXES

Because Two Lids are Better Than One
Our Double Flap Box has not one but two hinged hardcover flaps,
creating a stylish unboxing while providing extra visual real estate. Use
the secondary flap for additional instructions, statistics, or infographics
without disturbing the initial impression. Use it to include sealed
pockets for compact discs and pamphlets, foam padding, or simply as
a rigid reinforcement.

SLIP SLANT BOXES

CUSTOM BOXES

Give Your Projects a Whole New Slant
A cross between a hardbound book and a binder, a custom slip or
slant case can provide smart, organized storage for magazines, files, or
folders. Create a valuable collected edition of literature and multimedia
alike, or protect important documents with style. A rigid box and
protective sleeve all in one, use hardcover slant cases to make a book
into an epic tome, or utilitarian packaging into shelf-worthy storage. A
great way to add flash to the mundane, making even the most basic
items worth saving.
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HANDLE BOXES

Get a Handle on Your Packaging
Adding a handle to your custom box not only creates the striking image
of an upscale briefcase, but makes your packaging exponentially
more functional. Easier to transport and offering a more professional
presentation, a handle box steals the show in meetings. Open it like a
savvy entrepreneur and showcase your product--and your brand--with
class. Or add a handle to large retail packaging for a standout shelf
presence and ease of use for your customers.

SWIFTPACK

Quick to Pack. Hard to Forget.
The SwiftPack is the answer to making a gift card a little more personal.
Something worthy of a bow. A beautiful hinged box with a patented
pop-up design, the SwiftPack adds the thrill of opening a treasure to
every gift-giving experience.

FEATURES

■
■
■

Adds a Personal Touch to Gift Cards and Key Cards
Standard Design Makes for Swift Turnaround
Stock with a Twist - Customized Exterior and Interior Print

SLEEVE BOXES

Wear Your Brand on Your Sleeve
An alternative to a fully-rigid box, a custom Sleeve Box offers the extra
visual prowess of presentation packaging at a fraction of the price.
Consisting of a durable chipboard lower tray, the upper tray is replaced
with a paperboard sleeve, sporting your logo, artwork, and designs with
digital accuracy.

FEATURES
■
■
■
CUSTOM BOXES
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Full-color Customizations, Wraps, and Prints
Great for Lower-Priced Items with a High Profile
Custom Trays and Inserts Available
1-800-634-8160

SBS PAPERBOARD BOXES

Think of it Like Luxury Packaging Lite
Paperboard boxes are similar to cardboard packaging in that it ships
flat and assembles easy. Unlike corrugated, however, paperboard
prints like a dream. Like a clean sheet of paper, graphics transfer in the
highest quality. The result is a lightweight custom box with the vibrant
visuals and standout appeal of luxury packaging--at a fraction of the
price. SBS paperboard is a blank canvas ideal for retail packaging.

CORRUGATED E-FLUTE BOXES

The Classic Cardboard Box with a Twist
A staple of moving days, holiday shipping, and pizza delivery, where
would we be without that old reliable brown box? But what you know
as the common cardboard box we know as corrugated packaging.
Economical and eco-friendly, cardboard is a miracle material. The
fluted walls provide lightweight padding and, while not as rigid as
chipboard, are nearly as customizable. E-flute cardboard, a fairly dense
grade of fluted wall, can be printed on, wrapped, folded, and stand as a
structure for point of purchase displays and trade show props.

CUSTOM BOXES
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CUSTOMIZED PADS
Book, Box, or All of the Above
Our signature Pads offer an opportunity to create unique product kits. Kitting means including a product with extra items to
make it a valuable collection. For a new product launch, pairing the main event with similar items, logo-embossed souvenirs, or
promotional materials can be a deciding factor for buyers and merchandisers. Personalized Pads create a distinct organization
for these items. Not quite a box, not quite a book, but clean, cool, professional presentation packaging.

CUSTOM PADS

Hybrid Packaging at its Finest
A cross between a fine hardcover book and an upscale gift box, our
customizable pads are the definition of hybrid packaging. Combining
turned edge technique with binder functionality, these booklike
boxes--or boxlike books--are durable, sleek, and refined. Adds ample
marketing space to any promotional item or, with its die cut foam insert,
creates a valuable gift pack for a variety of products.
Sporting stunning digitally-printed graphics, exotic wraps and
textures, and boasting the ability to be embossed or foil-stamped,
a personalized pad will lend itself beautifully to your artwork, your
product, and, most importantly, your brand image.

POPULAR FOR:
■
■
■
■

CUSTOM PADS
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Loyalty Cards
Security Keys
Souvenirs
Gift Cards

■
■
■
■

Power Banks
Precision Tools
Wedding Mementos
Collector Pens

■
■
■

Business Cards
Mobile Devices
Flash Drives
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THE STANDARD FLASHPADTM

Don’t Outspend Your Competition.
Outsmart Them.

Our most popular custom pad. The FlashPad™ is a sleek,
sophisticated solution for adding vital visual marketing to promotional
flash drives. Featuring turned edges, crisp visuals, and a tailor-fit
die cut foam insert, a custom FlashPad can hold a single USB drive,
multiple drives, or souvenir items such as pens, coins, and keychains.
Use it to create more powerful promotions, modern photo albums,
or interactive presentations. Unlike pamphlets — or even emails — a
FlashPad always gets opened.

FLASHPADTM FEATURES
■
■
■

Full-color Printing Available Inside and Out
Hardcover Presentation Adds Instant Value
Turned Edges for Ultimate Finish

■

Customizable Foam Inserts in a Variety of Colors

Leaner. Lighter. Same Smooth Finish.

FLASHPADTM LITE

A more-affordable alternative to the luxurious turned edges of the
FlashPadTM, the Lite model substitutes the rigid chipboard for crisp
SBS paperboard. This paperlike material offers clean digital transfer of
your logo and graphics and still features the foam padding that secures
a flash drive.

FEATURES
■
■

Full-color Printing Available Inside and Out
Leaner, cost-effective version of the popular FlashPad™

FLASHPADTM
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USB & FLASH DRIVE PACKAGING
Building a Better Business Card

Making appearances is a trade shows, expos, and conventions is an indispensable marketing strategy. But standing out at
one grows more difficult by the day. Face it – business cards and pamphlets are boring. More importantly they cannot possibly
convey everything your company, your brand, is about.
Enter the custom flash drive. Like a business card, it sports your name, logo, and contact information. But unlike a bland paper
card, their near limitless data storage capacity can hold entire documents, streaming videos, software demos, mp3s of music or
podcasts, and more. Best of all, once it has effectively presented your materials, the flash drive provides a valuable, reusable gift.

CUSTOM USB DRIVES

Endless Options. Uniquely You.

We don’t just package’em! Sunrise Packaging offers wholesale custom
flash drives available in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, just waiting
to be customized with your business information. A custom-shaped
USB drive has the novelty appeal of classic trade show giveaway loot,
but with added functionality.

USB DRIVE FEATURES
■
■
■
■
■

Just What You Need. More Power.

Data Pre-Loading: 256MB included
Non-Delete: Your information cannot be deleted from drive
Auto-run: Flash drive automatically detected when connected
Logo-Icon: Logo appears when a usb drive is connected
Full color printing is available

POWER BANK PACKAGING

Power banks are rising in popularity as a promotional item for
everything from trade shows to sporting events. While it can’t store
data like a flash drive, it offers recipients something more instantly
rewarding: an extra charge for your smart device. This can be a
valuable tool for distributing at weekend conferences and conventions.

POWER BANK FEATURES
■
■

Available in a variety of shapes and colors
Features your logo and contact info for maximum exposure

USB & FLASH DRIVE PACKAGING
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CUSTOM PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
Marketing Made Easy
The best promotional material is functional. Something you use or see everyday. Name badges, luggage tags, and magnets offer
a natural marketing opportunity for your company, while identifying employees or attendees. Optimize your engagement and
trade shows and business expos by boldly emblazoning your company logo on a reusable, essential resource. Adding these
items to mailer campaigns, or including them in promotional packaging and kits is a great way for employees and customers
alike to represent your brand.

CUSTOM NAME BADGES

High Quality. Higher Profile.
Custom name badges get noticed. A piece of “functional flair” that
assures your team, your company, stands out at trade shows and
meetings. Or use our reusable name badges to make a simple name
tag into a valuable souvenir of your extended weekend convention.

NAME BADGE FEATURES
■
■
■
■

Don’t Leave Home Without One

Durable Chipboard Construction
Magnetic Backing - No Ruined Clothing
Full-color Printing and Laminating
Collectible Quality

CUSTOM LUGGAGE/BAG TAGS

There’s no place you want an ID tag to stand out more than at the
baggage claim. Find your bag faster and get an organic marketing
boost at the same time. Use premium grade luggage tags to
commemorate a business trip for your sales team, or as an eyecatching marketing strategy.

LUGGAGE TAG FEATURES

■
■
■
■

High Quality Construction
Printed on Teslin for Extreme Durability
4-color Printed and Laminated
Reusable Keepsake Quality

CUSTOM PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
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ECO FRIENDLY BADGES

Promote Your Company and Your Planet
at the Same Time
Made with 100% recyclable products, your ‘green’ ID tags can still
benefit from the trappings of luxury. Thanks to soy-based inks that
biodegrade much easier than standard inks and recyclable chipboard,
your ID tags can stand out and do some good.

LUGGAGE TAG FEATURES
■
■
■
■

Made from Environmentally-Friendly Chipboard
Biodegradable Plant-based Inks
Water-based Laminations Available
Worm loops, Magnet or Clip Backings Available

CUSTOM MAGNETS

A Marketing Campaign That Really
Sticks
You already know how cool magnets are. Their intrigue seems to
transcend our youthful fascination with these mysterious metals. A
custom printed magnet is a convenient way to provide information
about your brand, and the magnetic power makes for a host of
convenient storage locations: refrigerator, workshop, whiteboard,
cubicle, and more!

MAGNET FEATURES
■
■
■
■

Available in a range of sizes - 3” round, 3”x4” rectangular, or even
12”x18” car magnets
Use in conjunction with print marketing campaigns or mailers
Promotional giveaway that gets remembered
Created with your unique artwork or logo

CUSTOM PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
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CUSTOM BINDERS
For hardcopy presentations, nothing beats the binder. The original PowerPoint presentation, a custom binder puts important
documents, files, and training materials right at your fingertips. For quick reference and smart storage, a custom binder is the
office’s little helper.

Spine Options

Show’em some backbone! Choose the
spine that best suits the materials. Perhaps
a rounded, Euro-scored binding would add
the decorative edge? Or for dense, sitdown
material a flat-backed option makes
reading at a desk easier.

TURNED EDGE BINDER

Ring Metals

Choose from a wide range of ring metals
for your binder. A smaller ring for a
smaller binding, or a large D-ring for those
thick training manuals. Whatever your
documents, there’s a ring metal option for
you.

Eco Choices

Keep your binders green with our eco-friendly
options. Aqueous coated chipboard with
soy-based inks can bridge the gap between
ornate and environmental. A great option for
promotional binders or temporary projects.

Extend the Shelf Life of Your Materials

Fact: Turned edge binders last longer than standard vinyl binders.
Why? Because they’re built like presentation packaging. Sturdy,
durable chipboard wrapped with our turned edge technique creates a
tough binder. Paired with a stain-resistant lamination, you have a binder
that endures, ensuring your most important files, training documents, or
photo proofs survive the daily grind and beyond.

BINDER FEATURES
■
■
■
■
■

CUSTOM BINDERS
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Sturdy stand-up frame for easy shelving.
Digital or offset printing matches colors for quick location and
brilliant display.
Distinctive Cover materials including paper, cloth, leather, fibers.
Opt for pockets and adhesive trays.
Unique styles - horizontal or vertical orientation, tri-fold portfolio
flaps, and easel stands
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CUSTOM THERMOFORMED PACKAGING
Thermoformed products make for perfect retail packaging, especially for smaller, but valuable items such as electronics
or pharmaceuticals. As devices get smaller and more desirable, their profile in the retail market changes. They can’t be
overpackaged, but they can’t be left free either.
Enter thermoformed innovation. Clamshell and blister packaging are famous for their snug fit, securing products so tightly that
even the rightful owners sometimes have trouble getting them open. However, the same security that causes ‘wrap rage’ also
prevents theft and, arguably more important, tampering. At the same time, that tight fit, crystal clear package gets consumers
closer to the product. Clear windows and contoured packaging gives potential buyers a feel for colors, dimensions, and
compatibility of the product without so much as bending a corner.

THERMOFORMED TRAYS

Product Protection That Fits Like a Glove
Thermo trays are a very versatile option, working as a
standalone product, or as an addition to a custom box or sales
kit. To create a secure package that is the perfect fit, trust a
thermoformed tray from Sunrise Packaging.

TRAY FEATURES
Durable construction with premium PVC plastic.
Custom-fit cavities made just for your product.
Trays can be engineered with secure locking mechanisms.
Can easily be paired with our custom packaging for one-stop
fulfillment.

■
■
■
■

Talk About Transparency in Retail

THERMOFORMED CLAMSHELLS

For increased visibility and heightened security you can’t get
much clearer than precisely-fit plastic. Low-cost yet highly
effective, clamshell packaging creates a protective bubble
around your product, while also showing off the goods.

PERFECT FOR:
■
■
■
■

Lower-cost items in need of additional security.
High-end, fragile products sold at retail.
Electronics or tools that absolutely must be tamper-proof.
Securing loose items for inclusion in larger packaging.

CUSTOM THERMOFORMED PACKAGING
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Q. How do I place an order?
A. Shop online for stock products shop.sunpack.com or call customer
service or your account manager about custom products at: 800-634-8160
Q. What if I don’t find the exact packaging I need?
A. Call us! We are a custom manufacturer and can make whatever you need.
Q. Do you offer stock products?
A. Yes. We manufacture and stock a variety of products which are available online
at: shop.sunpack.com

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

Q. Can I customize a stock product?
A. Yes. Whether you wish to add artwork, foil stamping, etc., to the product, or change the product color or size,
we can help!
Q. Who do I contact if I want to discuss a new project?
A. You can talk to our consulting team at: 800-634-8160 or e-mail us at: sales@sunpack.com
Q. What is the typical lead time?
A. For custom orders the typical lead time is 3-6 weeks. For stock products we ship within 72 hours from receipt
of your order.
Q. Where do I go to submit artwork?
A. You can submit artwork on our website at www.sunpack.com/support/art-requirements
Q. Can I set up credit terms?
A. Sure, just fill out our credit application and fax it back to us! *Credit application required

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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OUR
CLIENTS
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1214 98th Avenue NE
Blaine, MN 55434
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www.sunpack.com

